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Abstract
Broadband amplification employing stimulated Raman backscattering is demonstrated. Using seed
pulses with a bandwidth of about 200 nm,we study the amplification in awide spectral range in a
single laser shot.With chirped pumppulses and aNe gas jet, we observed under optimized conditions,
amplification in a range of about 80 nm,which is sufficient to support the amplification of sub-20 fs
pulses. This broad amplification range is also in excellent agreementwith PIC simulations. The
conversion efficiency is at certainwavelengths as high as 1.2% andwasmeasured to be better than
6×10−3 on average.

1. Introduction

State of the art high power laser systems rely either on chirped pulse amplification (CPA) in solid state laser
media [1] or optical parametric chirped pulse amplification [2] in nonlinear crystals. These systemsfind awide
range of applications in laser plasma particle accelerators [3], x-ray lasers [4], laser ignition for fusion
experiments [5] and studies of ultra-short atomic andmolecular processes [6].

For CPA, the laser pulses are stretched prior to amplification to keep the intensity below the optical damage
thresholds of the amplifying crystals and the compression gratings. For the latter, the damage threshold intensity
is on the order of 1012W cm−2, while the crystals can sustain intensities only in the order of a fewGW cm−2 [7].
Despite these limitations of state of the art CPAbased laser systems, peak intensities of about 1022 W cm−2 [8]
can be reached.However, for achieving higher intensities, the temporal stretching cannot be substantially
increased, so the dielectric compression gratings and the amplificationmedia have to become larger,making
themvery expensive if technically possible at all.

Plasma-based amplification schemes aim to achieve pulse amplification and compression in plasma and in
this way circumvent the limitations set by the damage threshold. In these scenarios, the energy of a long pump
pulse is transferred into a counter-propagating ultra-short seed pulse via the plasmawave. The plasmawave,
driven by the ponderomotive beat of pump and seed beam can either be an electron Langmuir wave (stimulated
Raman backscattering, SRBS) [9] or an ionwave (stimulated Brillouin backscattering, SBBS) [10]. In the present
work, we present results on SRBS driven amplification. In order to resonantly drive an electron plasmawave to
scatter the pumpoff, the frequency w w w= -P S of the ponderomotive beat of pump and seed has tomatch the

Langmuir frequency w w= + v k3L pe
2

the
2 2 . Here wP and wS are the frequencies of pump and seed, respectively,

vthe the thermal electron velocity, k thewave-number of the plasmawave and w = n e mpe e
2

0 e the electron
plasma frequencywhere e is the electric charge,me the electronmass and 0 the vacuumpermittivity. For
counter-propagating beams thewave vector k of the plasmawave is given by = -k k kP S, where k k,P S are the
wave-numbers of pump and seed, respectively. Raman scattering only occurs for electron densities n n 4e c ,
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where w=n m ec P
2

e 0
2 is the critical density. If the product of wave vector andDebye length lD fulfills

lk 1D , Landau damping can be neglected.
In the past, SRBS amplificationwas studied using (sub-)picosecond seed pulses [11–13]. Under optimized

conditions, it was also possible to reach the nonlinear pumpdepletion regime [11, 14], where the seed pulse
extracts a substantial amount of energy from the pumppulse. So far themost successful experiment reports an
increase of the seed energy from16μJ to 5.6mJ accompaniedwith a pulse compression down to 50 fs [15].

Another class of experiments in a different parameter range draw on highly chirped femtosecond laser pulses
for the pump and lower plasma densities [16]. However, for this parameter range the best numbers for the
conversion efficiency obtainedwith simulation do not agreewith the experimental results. Additionally the
experiments suffer from simultaneously occurring plasma effects like particle trapping [17] and ion acoustic
waves originating from the Langmuir decay instability [18]. Besides particle trapping andwave-breaking,most
of the additional unwanted effects appearmainly in lowplasma density configurations, where the coupling
between density fluctuations at wpe and w2 pe is expected to lead to a saturation of SRBS [19] amplification.

In this article we report on SRBS amplification of femtosecond seed laser pulses pumped by chirped sub-
picosecond pulses.With this setup, we have identified the parameter rangewherewewere able tomeasure
broadband amplification. Themanuscript is organized as follows. In section 2we give a short theoretical
summary. Subsequently, section 3 discusses the ionization of the neutral gas-jet by the pump pulse. The
ionization profile is used to calculate the conversion efficiency and select the best parameter range for our
broadband amplification scheme. Themeasured results are then presented in section 4. The paper is concluded
by a short summary of themain results.

2. Theory

Weconsider two exactly counter-propagating laser pulses of frequency andwavenumber (w k,P P) and (w k,S S),
respectively. In the region of spatial overlap thefields of the pulses will beat with frequency w w w= -P S and
wavenumber = -k k kP S. If this beat is in resonancewith the electron Langmuir frequency, i.e. w w= L, the
ponderomotive force associated to the beat will resonantly drive a electron densitymodulation, off which
subsequently the pump is backscattered into the seed.

The time-scale onwhich the electron densitymodulation grows is determined by the inverse of the growth
rate γ, which can be obtained from the complex solution w gW = + i to the dispersion relation ([20], equation
(7.21))

( )[( ) ( ) ] ( )w w w
w

W - W - - - - =k k c
k a c

4
. 1

p2
L
2

P
2

P
2 2

pe
2 pe

2 2 2 2

In theweak coupling regime w w» L the linear growth rate of SRBS is given by

( ( ))g w w w w= -a ck 4P pe
2

L P L . The twomain parameters here are the plasma electron density ne and the

dimensionless amplitude [ ] [ ]l m» ´ - -a I7.32 10 m W cmP
19

P
2

P
2 of the pump vector potential. Here IP is the

pump intensity and lP the pumpwavelength, the normalized seed amplitude aS is defined accordingly. The
maximumgrowth rate is obtained for w w w= + -k k c 1 2R P P pe P , but also slightly off-resonant waves are
amplified, however, with a reduced growth rate. The total bandwidth over which growth is predicted is

gD =k c4 , centered around kR. Seed pulses which have a spectrumbroader thanDk will be amplified in the
linear phase, however atfirst theywill be stretched, since only the resonant part of their spectrum is
amplified [21].

Tominimize dispersion inside the plasma and limit the growth time of competing instabilities, the region
where spatial overlap is realized should be limited. It is favorable tomaximize γ in order to drive the density

grating as quickly as possible. However, increasing the pump amplitude aP beyond ( )»
w

w
abr

1

4

3 2
pe

P
results in

wave-breaking of the plasmawave, whichwill deteriorate the energy transfer frompump into seed [9, 22].
Increasing on the other hand the plasma density ne goes alongwith the increased risk of spontaneous
backscattering triggered by densitymodulations fromnoise. Chirping of the pumppulse or introducing a
density gradient can help tomitigate spontaneous backscattering since the resonant frequencyω is constantly
detuned [23, 24]. Experimentally, often both detuning features are present at the same time, but of varying
importance. The picosecond pumppulse is typically chirped since it is obtained froma short pulse laser system.
The plasma density on the other hand can be inhomogeneous, in particular for gas-jet targets. Different
ionization levels of the gas speciesmay introduce a further inhomogeneity of the plasma density. Since the
Ramanwavelength depends on the plasma density, plasma inhomogeneities open up the possibility of
broadband amplification.

Once the seed amplitude aS is of the same order as the pump amplitude aP, the depletion of the pump can no
longer be neglected. The nonlinear interaction between pump, seed and plasmawave can be described by three-
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wave envelopemodels (assuming the absence of kinetic effects, e.g. wave-breaking) [9]. Even though the seed
amplitude is larger than the pump amplitude, the net flowof energy frompump to seed is still upheld. The
evolution of the seed envelope asymptotically takes place in a self-similar way [9]. Themaximum seed amplitude
grows proportional to the propagation distance of the seed inside the pump, at the same time the seed contracts
in longitudinal direction. This nonlinear stage of the interaction also goes alongwith a spectral broadening of
the seed.

3.Methods

In the presented experiment, the 30 fs long output pulse from a 40TWTi:sapphire laser system at 800 nm central
wavelength is chirped and split into pump and seed pulse. The seed pulse is focused into a gasfilled hollow core
fiber for spectral broadening [25]. The output spectrumhas itsmaximumat 840 nm, and a substantial part of the
total energy of (120± 20)μJ can be found in a range of 600–920 nm.At the exit of thefiber a set of chirped
mirrors compresses the pulses down to (5.9± 0.4) fs [26] under optimized conditions.However, in this
experiment the pulses were not compressed to their bandwidth limit due to additional dispersion in the
experimental setup.Nevertheless, seed intensities of 1013 W cm−2 are reached by focusing the pulse with a f/12
off axis parabolicmirror. All spectra are spatially integrated andmeasuredwith afiber coupled spectrometer
(OceanOptics USB 4000).With a 100μm fiber entrance the focal spot of the amplified beam can not be
significantly larger than the 20μmfocus of the initial seed beam.

As shown infigure 1, pump and seed beams are crossing under an angle of 120mrad, to separate the pump
beam from the amplified seed beam and to avoid damage to the amplifier chains by the transmitted beams.
Further spontaneous Raman background signal is spatially filtered as spontaneous scattering at this angle is
inefficient. The 60 nmFWHMwide pumppulses (∼25 fs at best compression) are stretched to 600 fs e1 2 by
detuning the separation of the gratings in the compressor. The 500mJ pumppulses are focusedwith a f/11
sphericalmirror to a spot size of 20μm, corresponding to a peak intensity of 1016W cm−2. The spatial overlap in
the focal region is checked by observing the scattered light from a 20μmthick tungstenwire. The temporal
overlap ismonitored by side view imaging of the plasma channel of probe and pumpwith a part of the seed beam
as shown infigure 1. The spatial overlap region is about 400μmlong.

The plasma is generated in a pulsed neon gas jet. In order to determine the redshift of the backscattered
signal the neutral gas density of the jet was characterized employing a 3D tomographic reconstructionmethod
[27]. The density profile resembles a top-hat functionwith a length of 1mmand density variations below 5%of
the plateau value. The ionization rate [28] can be calculatedwith the atomic parameters for neon [29–31].
Subsequently the fraction of ionized atoms is calculatedwith the actual temporal pulse profile derived from a
third order autocorrelationmeasurement. Knowing the neutral gas density, it is then possible to calculate the
temporal evolution of the plasma density ne(t). The results of this calculation are summarized infigure 2. As
ionization is highly nonlinear dependent on laser intensity, as soon as the necessary intensity is reached the
energy level is fully ionizedwithin a few laser cycles. This process reaches saturation as soon as the laser intensity
is not anymore sufficient for the next level and shows density plateaus in the time representation.

Figure 1.Experimental setup in the JETI vacuum chamber. The seed and side view beampaths passed additionally delay lines which is
not shownhere. The seed pulses are spectrally broadened in a gasfilled hollow core fiber and subsequently compressed before they
enter the setup as shown on the right.
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4. Results

In our setupwe changed the backing pressure of our pulsed gas jet from1 to up to 11 bars corresponding to
neutral gas densities of 8×1018 cm−3.We scanned the density of ne between 5×10−5 to 0.009 nc, as well as
pump intensities from1012 to 1016W cm−2. Above =n n 0.001e c we observed a substantial enhancement of
the signal. For densities around ne=0.002 nc (ne= ´3.5 1018 cm−3) and pump intensities of a few times
1015 W cm2 the highest gain has been achieved. Further increasing of the density above ne=0.003 nc resulted in
in a degradation of the beamand a reduced amplified signal. A similar effect occurswhen scanning the temporal
delay between the pump and seed pulses. As the delay is changed, the interaction between pump and seed pulse
takes place at another position inside the gas jet and thus at a different plasma density.Whereas at timeswhere
the seed arrives early a very low amplification can bemeasured, at later times the signal is completely suppressed
by scattering and defocusing in the plasma. In the experiment, wewere only able tomeasure a signal in a delay
range of±500 fs around the setting for themaximumgain.

A comparison of the the reference spectrumwith themeasured amplified seed spectrum indicates
amplification in the range from785 to 910 nm for ne=0.002 nc and peak intensities of up to 10

16 W cm−2. The
truncation of the longwavelength part of the spectrum also coincides with the fiber broadened seed beam. The
small signal gain is ~g m3300 ( ·e g L with m=L 400 m). According to equation (1), for a cold plasma formed
from singly ionized neon the necessary redshift for amplification of the seed pulses should be in the order of
35 nm for a pumpwavelength of 800 nmwhich is consistent with the central wavelength of our seed beam.
Under these conditions the conversion efficiency of thewhole pulse can be calculated to

be
( )s = = = ´m- - -0.6 10E E

E

410 120 J

500 mJ
3out in

pump
.

We carried out one-dimensional particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations using the EPOCHcode [32]with the goal
tomodel the process as precisely as possible. In the simulations the pumppulse enters a slab of neutral Ne gas
which is then ionized by the pulse; the ionization is self-consistently handled by the EPOCHcode. Subsequently,
the seed, injected from the opposite side of the simulation box, interacts with the pump inside the created plasma
and is amplified. From the simulationswe then obtain two pieces of information. First, we extract the plasma
density profile at the front of the pumppulse. This allows us to validate the ionization results obtained by the
PPT ionization code. Second, while the seed propagates in the plasma and undergoes amplification, we can
reconstruct the seed spectrum. For this we need to separate the electric andmagnetic fields into left and right
propagating parts, which is strictly only possible in vacuum. The temporal evolution of the seed spectrumwill
give insight into the dynamics behind the amplificationmechanism. At the end of the simulation, the seed has
left the plasma andwe then can compare the seed spectrum from the simulation to the experiment.

Before discussing the results, let us describe the details of the simulation setup. The total length of the
simulation domain is 1000 μm.Centered in the box is a 800 μmslab of initially neutral Ne gas of density

´1.74 1018 cm−3, which for singly ionizedNewould result in an electron density of 0.001 nc for a laser
wavelengthwith l =0 800 nm. The box is longer than the spatial overlap in the experiment. However with the
temporal evolution presented infigure 3 no significant changes in the spectrum appear after 0.5 pswhichwas
also experimentally observed in a separate delay scan. The simulation grid has 90 000 cells, i.e. 36 cells/l0.We
use 500 particles per cell for ions and electrons. The initial pumppulse amplitude is constructed from a sumof
(super-)Gaussians with different amplitudes (and exponents) such, that the resulting intensity profilematches

Figure 2. From the 3rd order autocorrelation of the chirped pumppulse themeasured pulse duration is 600 fs. The pulse intensity is
above the ionization threshold over a range of about 3 ps. The ionization fraction of the later presented PIC simulation are shown for
comparison.
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that of themeasurement shown infigure 2 in the time interval of−1 to 1 ps. Themaximum intensity variation
betweenmeasured pulse and ourfit is 20% and less than 10%on average. Since experimentally the pumppulse is
obtained by chirping a short pulse, we introduce a quadratic phase to the pump. The amount of chirp is adjusted
such, that a 30 fs FHWMbandwidth-limitedGaussian pulsewould be stretched to 400 fs FWHM,
corresponding to the FWHMpumpduration. The central wavelength of the pump is at 800 nm. The seed pulse
in the simulation is a superposition of twoGaussian pulses, inspired by the experimental seed spectrum (gray
line,figure 3). Thefirst pulse has a spectral width of 5 nmand a central wavelength of 837 nm. The second pulse
has 9 nmbandwidth and is centered around 856 nm. Both pulses reach theirmaximum intensity at the same
time. The total intensity of the seed is 1013W cm−2, evenly split between the two individual pulses. The resulting
pulse duration of 55 fs is longer than in the experiment where broad spectral wings with low spectral energy
density shorten the seed pulse further. Both, seed and pump, pulses are linearly polarized along the y direction.
The longitudinal coordinate is x and the pumppropagates from right to left. The timing of both pulses is such
that interaction between pump and seedwill take place completely inside the plasma.

Let us nowdiscuss the results we obtain from the simulation.We beginwith the electron density profile
induced by the pump, see black line infigure 2. About 0.7 ps before themaximumof the pumppulse, ionization
of the neutral Ne starts to occur. From there on the pulse intensity increases and so does the electron density.We
find twomore distinct jumps in n due toNe being ionized to the second and third level, eventually leading to
about n=0.003 nc around 100 fs before the pumppulsemaximum.Only a small fraction ofNe3+ is then
further ionized toNe4+.Whenwe compare the ionization dynamics from the PIC simulation to the results of the
PPT calculationwefind that the agreement is overall fair. Close to the high intensity central part of the pump the
agreement is quite good, while in the lower intensity part of the pumpdifferences are seen. In our case in
particular the length of the plateau for the second ionization stage ismuch shorter in the PIC simulation than
suggested by the PPTbased calculation. A reason for this could be a steepening of the pulse front as coupling of
pump and plasma are not considered in the PPT calculation.

To analyze how the seed spectrum ismodified during the amplificationwe calculate the quantities
= E E cBy z . The electricfield -E corresponds to the electric field of the seed, propagating along the negative

x direction. This decomposition in left ( -E ) and right ( +E ) propagating field is not completely accurate inside
the plasma, but since the plasma density is small, this approximation is expected to be very good. The Fourier-

Figure 3.Comparison ofmeasured spectrawith results from a PIC simulation. The temporal evolution of the seed during
amplification in the simulation (upper plot) is comparedwith thefinal spectra from themeasurement (lower part). Significant
amplification is observedwithin 100 fs. The central part of the spectrum at 835 nm iswell reproduced by the simulation. Amplified
spectrum and simulation showoscillations at the edges of the spectrum. Comparisonwith the reference spectrum shows no
amplification below 785 nm. The 1/10 bandwidth is approximately 80 nm. The vertical dashed line represents the central Raman
wavelength at 800 nm for =n n 0.002e c and lP=800 nm.White horizontal lines indicate growth regions discussed in section 4. The
shading in the upper plot (below 820 nm)marks the regionwhere it is not possible to strictly separate pump from seed spectrum in the
simulation.
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transformof the seedfield -E is shown infigure 3. In order to analyze what leads to growth of the spectrum,we
shortly summarize the evolution of the twomost crucial parameters, density and pump intensity, that the seed
experiences during the interaction. At time t=0 pump and seed pulse begin to overlap in a regionwith non-
zero electron density. Between t=0.2 ps and t=0.3 ps (phase I) the seedmoves in an almost constant plasma
density of n=0.001 nc, the pump intensity is about 1015W cm−2. During the time t=0.3 ps to t=0.4 ps
(phase II) the plasma density rises from0.001 nc to 0.003 nc and the pump intensity grows from ´5 1015 to
1016 W cm−2. From t=0.4 ps on the pulse propagates in a density of 0.003 nc and experiences a pump intensity
of greater than ´1 1016 Wcm−2 for around 100 fs (phase III). Afterwards, the pump intensity decays and the
seed growth comes to a halt (phase IV).

Even though the amplification dynamics is affected by very transient changes in density and intensity, linear
planewave backscattering theory can be used to obtain a semi-analytical understanding. To this end, we
numerically solve the Raman backscattering dispersion relation for typical parameters of the phases I–IV. In this
waywe obtain the expected growth rates and seedwavelengths which can be amplified by the Raman process, see
figure 4. In phase I the growth rate is of the order g = ´ -6 10 s12 1 andwavelengths in the region between
821 nm to 830 nmcould be pumped. Since g »1 160 fs, we cannot expect substantial growth during this
phase. In phase II wemay use a density of nc0.002 and a pump intensity of ´5 1015 Wcm−2, leading to
g »1 60 fs. The unstable spectrumnow covers 824 nm to 850 nm. In this phase we eventually start to observe

first growth of the seed spectrum,mostly close to the center of the unstable wavenumber range, where the
growth rate is largest. Eventually, in phase III wefind themost rapid growth of the seed. The seed is now inside
the central part of the pump and experiences for around 100 fs a pump intensity greater than 1016 W cm−2.
Here, g »1 37 fs (at 845 nm) and the unstable wavelength regime is between 825 and 866 nm. The rapid
growth of the spectral components close to 845 nmwe observe infigure 3 is consistent with this estimate.
Startingwith the beginning of phase III we observewave-breaking and particle trapping. Figure 5 shows the
longitudinal electron phase-space at the front of the seed pulse (figure 5(a)) and at themaximumof the seed
(figure 5(b)). Although the pump amplitude »a 0.1P ismuch larger than thewave-breaking amplitude

=a 0.0032br thewave does not break instantly and energy can still be transfered into the seed, in particular at the
front. In phase IV, at times larger than 0.5 ps, the seed is in the backside of the pumppulse andwe do not see any
further amplification. The beat of the pulses still drives a plasmawave that breaks, but the efficiency of the energy
transfer seems to drop.

The spectral phase of the seed pulse is readily available from the simulations.While we see an influence of the
final seed phase on the input phase of the seed, overall phase distortion is small at low initial phase distortions.
Overall the seed phase remains rather flat, i.e. we expect no substantial increase of the final seed duration due to
phase distortions.

Combining information frommeasurement and simulation allows for amore precise picture of the
conversion efficiency. The positionwhere pump and seed pulses are overlapping in time can be deduced from
the redshift of themeasured spectrum as each ionization level provides only a limited interaction time and only a
fraction of the pumppulse interacts with the reflecting plasmawave. In this casefigure 3 shows a 100 fs long
growthwhere a fraction of 6.7% of the total pump energy interacts with the seed pulse. The average conversion
efficiency in this interaction region is 1.2%. After this the spectral width starts to decrease againwhich
necessitates spatial extraction by an overlap angle or spectral clipping in the grating compressor of the pump

Figure 4.Growth rate obtained by numerical solution of the Ramandispersion relation. Parameters for the curves are: (a)
= ´I 1 10P

15 W cm−2, n=0.001 nc (red line), (b) = ´I 5 10P
15 W cm−2, n=0.002 nc (green line), (c) = ´I 1 10P

16 W cm−2,
n=0.003 nc (blue line).
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pulse if the pulse has a high bandwidth and is strongly chirped. On the other hand a hard clip of the neutral gas
density by a shockwavewould limit the plasma interaction to ideal parameters.

5.Discussion

In the short distance of 400μm, amplification from120μJ to 410μJ was reached for a bandwidth of 80 nm. The
total spectral range overwhich amplificationwas observed is determined to be 785 to 910 nm for a Ti:sapphire
laser system. The corresponding transform limited pulse duration is 16.7 fs. As the results of the PIC simulation
and the experiment show good agreement, a detailed analysis of the temporal evolution of the broadband seed
was discussed. Analysis of the temporal phase in the simulation shows no significant increase of chirp in the
plasma and therefor a constant pulse duration.

While previous work [16] shows high bandwidth amplification (∼30 nm)with aflat response function and
an average spectral efficiency of 1%–5%our scheme extends the accessible amplification bandwidth strongly by
adding inhomogeneous electron densities. The experiment also shows that comparatively short pulse durations
can access a range of conversion efficiency previously only reachedwith very long interaction lengths allowing to
preserve the pulse duration of the seed. The resulting pulse can reach a three times higher peak intensity
compared to previousworks.While the conversion efficiency is similar to other workswith Ti:sapphire systems,
chirp and density gradient schemes can increase the available peak intensity of SRBS processes by an order of
magnitude.While typicalNd:glass systems can not use strongly chirped pulses because of their limited
bandwidth in the fewnanometer range, inhomogeneous density profiles can increase the available bandwidth
and subsequently offer SRBS as viable option for pulse shortening of ps-systems.

The bandwidth of our amplified seed changes strongly depending on the temporal overlapwith the pump.
We see further scaling potential if the pump amplitude is reduced to a few times 1015W cm−2 and the onset of
wave breaking can be delayed allowing for longer energy extraction from the pump and less energy transfer to
the pump afterwave breaking occurs. This is also critical as wave breaking decreases the bandwidth (seefigure 3).
While we experimentally observe saturation of conversion efficiency if the initial neutral density is increased, a
balance of lower intensity and higher plasma density can be found. This would also allow higher growth rates
which is critical for a short interaction scheme.

Introducing an external broadband seed to big laser facilities, this scheme should enable high energy sub-
picosecond class laser systems to be converted into a sub-20 fs pulsewith similar peak intensity. This would be a
big step towards sub-20 fs Raman amplifier proposed byTajima andMourou [33]. Further studies are necessary
tominimize or intrinsically prevent acquisition of group delay dispersion during the interaction time at
intermediate interaction lengths which offer higher conversion efficiencies than in our case.

PIC simulations have shown that themodeling of the theoretical pulse shape in relation to the experimental
seed spectrum is important for accurate simulation results.We presented self-consistent simulation results
which are in accordance to the PPT ionization rate with the autocorrelationmeasurement of the pumppulse as

Figure 5.Electron phase space vx versus x at t=0.46 ps at the front of the seed (a) and the position of the seedmaximum (b).
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input. Further wewere able tomeasure the parameter limits of the interaction region, given by the onset of wave-
breaking.

6. Conclusion

Wemeasured a parameter window of plasma density and intensity where the spectrumof a sub 20 fs can be
amplified by SRBS. Experimental results are in good accordancewith PIC simulations. Asmost recent
experiments rely on a small bandwidth seed this study expands the scope by showing that the discussion on SRBS
efficiency should also strongly include intensity considerations of the amplified pulse. To compress amplified
pulses, a spatial lightmodulator can be installed prior to the plasma interaction as the reflection is strongly phase
dependent. Dispersion can also be compensated by a plasma gradient originating from ionization of the pump
pulse or the neutral gas density. However proposed solutions like the tilt of a gas target suffer of inhomogeneities
in the neutral density profile of gas nozzles and ionization gradients from short interaction lengths. One possible
solutionwould be the introduction of complex non-rotation symmetric gas targets. Our study extends the scope
of scanned density and intensity parameters for SRBSwith Ti:sapphire systems at 800 nm.We show that
relatively short [16] laser pulses can be used to efficiently amplify ultra-short seed pulses while reaching
comparable conversion efficiency. The presented setup has also the advantage that competing instabilities lack
time to develop to subsequently disturb the amplification process.
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